FEATURED ARTIST: ILSE DE VILLIERS
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All paintings acrylic on canvas.
Above: On the banks of the Mara River
80 x 45 cm
Below: Last glance
37 x 30 cm

painting for

conservation
Artists for Conservation is a Canadian based international non-profit
organisation which represents 500 artists from 30 countries, in the
nature/wildlife art genre, who are committed to conservation. Many of
the world’s most recognised names in the field are actively involved. Their
mission is to support wildlife and habitat conservation and environmental
education through art that celebrates nature. Through international art
exhibits, collaborative art-science expeditions, annual festival, awards,
publications, and leading online initiatives, they engage, inspire and
inform the public, and empower passionate professional artists as
effective ambassadors for the environment. They dedicate their resources
to nurturing their world-class community of artists, and leveraging
this unique pool of talent to support their mission through a variety of
programs and initiatives.
Ilse de Villiers has been involved with wildlife conservation for many years
and a member of “Artists for Conservation” for the past six years. Every
year they have a juried competition and all members are invited to enter
up to three artworks. Of all the work entered, around 200 are chosen
and published in the annual yearbook. “I was very fortunate that two of
my artworks were featured in both the 2014 and 2017 yearbooks, and
I am also honoured to have been selected for 2018. A percentage of all
proceeds from artwork sold through the Artists for Conservation website
and at their annual three day event in Vancouver, goes to the Conservation
Organisation of the artist’s choice”.
In 2017 she partnered with the Timbavati Conservation Fund and the
Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre (HESC). “Both of these projects
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went very well and I have now decided to choose two worthwhile
causes each year to partner with. My two causes for 2018 are already
earmarked and they are both focused on the protection of our highly
endangered rhino population”.

and then personally meeting up with the people in charge of the
project does help a lot”.
Having been very fortunate to exhibit abroad quite a number of times,
Ilse admits that although it is an exciting opportunity and always a
privilege, it is by no means an easy road. “It is a very costly endeavour
and there are many logistical obstacles. There are of course the
positives: where wildlife art is not so highly rated or sought after in
South Africa, the overseas public and clients are very appreciative.
They love the fact that you are really from South Africa and of course
enjoy the stories you have to share. That said, they don’t buy easily
- they know what they want and are very careful with which artist
and in which artwork they invest. As a wildlife artist you also have

She loves all animals but especially wildlife, and really wanted to get
involved in conservation projects to help make a difference through her
art. “To my surprise it was rather difficult to partner with conservation
causes that make a positive difference. There weren’t any shortage of
calls or people reaching out to me through the years, but I found there
were so many ‘rescue this or that-projects/fundraisers/organisations’
around, that one had to be very careful not to jump onto any proverbial
“conservation bandwagon” that came along. Doing some research
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Above:
Dappled perfection
87 x 55 cm

Below left:
The rain prophet
37 x 48 cm

Left:
Coming in hot
94 x 51 cm

Below:
Stride of a king
77 x 71 cm

Previous page top:
The hunt is on!
100 x 71 cm

Previous page bottom:
Better late than never
44 x 122 cm

Above: Eye contact
50 x 85 cm

Top right: Delicate beauty
30 x 48 cm

to remember that you are in a ‘niche market’- people abroad will
probably only invest in wildlife art if they have visited Africa and can
relate to what you have portrayed on canvas. Taking your artwork
abroad and getting your name ‘out there’ is definitely a long-term
commitment. As with most things in life, there are no ‘quick fixes or
shortcuts’ if you want to become successful. You have to approach it
as a long-term project, continually push forward and always aim for
quality and consistency”.

Above: Lion painting in the making

Making the animal come alive on the canvas if what she strives for.
“As though it would walk out of the frame if it were possible. If I had
to choose a favourite subject or one I would want to be remembered
for, I guess it would be the zebra. It is not an easy animal to paint, and
I never do only one... but there is something about the ‘stripes upon
stripes’ that continually inspire my creativity. Second to that I’d say
leopards... again not easy but the fact that they can be captured or
portrayed in so many different moods is always fascinating. They can
be sleepy and totally relaxed, aloof, focused or aggressive. Capturing
any one of those moods on canvas is always a wonderful challenge”.

Ilse and her husband Abraham both love the bush and being an avid
hobbyist photographer, they form a great team. “We try to visit the
Kruger National Park at least three times a year and take loads of
photos. I am fortunate that I am often able to use Abraham’s photos
as reference for my artwork, which is a very satisfying experience for
both of us. We also have a number of friends that are keen on wildlife
photography so there is definitely no shortage of inspiration”.

Ilse’s work is available via her website. Alternatively she can be
contacted via email to enquire about details regarding available
artwork or to commission a special piece. In the U.S.A. her work is
represented by African Oasis gallery in Dillon, Montana.

web: www.ilsewildlife.com | www.artistsforconservation.org | e-mail: art@ilsewildlife.co.za
Facebook: ILSE Wildlife | Instagram: ilse_wildlife
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